
 

 

 

 

The 2018 British Side By Side Championship  
 

The Championship will consist of a 120 bird English Sporting course shot over 12 stands to include a grouse and high 

pheasant sequence. This course will have been designed specifically to suit side by sides. This is not a CPSA 

registered shoot. 

There will be referees on each stand to button and score. 

The first card will be at 9am and the last card will be at 3pm with the prize giving held at 5pm. 

 

Competitors must pre-book to confirm their place. They must then check in at reception before they start shooting to 

get their score card. Score cards must be returned to reception at the end of the round. If a score card is not returned 

the scores will be taken from the referee’s master cards. 

 

Competitors may re-enter the Championship if the maximum number of entries has not been reached. If the 

Championship has reached full capacity, re-entry will not be an option. Re-entries are only eligible for gauge prizes 

and not for High Gun. If you wish to shoot with two different gauges, only your first card will be eligible to win the 

Championship. 

 

The course can be shot with any clay cartridge with a maximum shot size of 6.5, plastic or fibre wad. 
The Championship will be held under AGL ground rules – hats, ear defenders and safety glasses must be worn at all 

times whilst out on the ground by shooters and spectators. 

 

 

Prizes. 

2018 British Side By Side Championship – 1000 Lyalvale Express cartridges  

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun that wins.  

The highest scoring competitor with any gauge of side by side made in the UK.  

 

Runner Up – 500 Lyalvale Express cartridges 

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun that wins.  

The second highest scoring competitor with any gauge of side by side made in the UK. 

 

Imported High Gun – 250 Lyalvale Express cartridges 

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun that wins.  

The highest scoring competitor with any gauge of side by side not made in the UK. 

 

Gauge Classes (12g, 16g, 20g, 28g, .410) – 250 Lyalvale Express cartridges 

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun. 

The highest scoring 12 gauge side by side made in the UK that has not won either Overall High Gun or Runner Up 

The highest scoring 16 gauge side by side made in the UK that has not won either Overall High Gun or Runner Up 

The highest scoring 20 gauge side by side made in the UK that has not won either Overall High Gun or Runner Up 

The highest scoring 28 gauge side by side made in the UK that has not won either Overall High Gun or Runner Up 

The highest scoring .410 gauge side by side made in the UK that has not won either Overall High Gun or Runner Up 



 

 

*Guns manufactured outside of Britain under a British Gunmakers name will be classed as continental and only 

eligible for the Imported High Gun. 

*Hammer and hammerless guns are combined into the same class based on gauge and origin. 

 

 

Ladies – 250 Lyalvale Express cartridges 

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun that wins.  

Highest scoring female competitor with any gauge and make of side by side. 

 

Junior – 250 Lyalvale Express cartridges 

The cartridges awarded will be to match the gauge of gun that wins.  

Highest scoring junior competitor with any gauge and make of side by side. 

Juniors are classed as any competitors under 21 years old on the day of the Championship. 

 

*Ladies and Juniors may not win both their class and overall Champion, Runner Up or Imported High Gun. If they 

win any of these they will forfeit their class prize and it will be awarded to the Lady / Junior with the next highest 

score. 

They are eligible to win gauge prizes (providing they are shooting with a side by side made in the UK) and class 

prizes. 

 

*In the event of a tie, the prizes will be split equally. 

 

The organisers and landowners will not accept responsibility for the loss, damage or injury to persons, their 

property, vehicles or effects (including guns) while at the venue. 
 

 


